The Board of Commissioners approves list of proposals

by Sue Wetscher
Senior Staff Reporter

The Board of Commissioners has approved a list of proposals to be presented to the Student Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees on May 5.

Two representatives from In-PUR will present their petition concerning their proposed funding mechanism to the trustees. The proposal is to hold a vote next month. Student Body President Bill Roche and Student Body Vice President Bill Vita will address the Trustees on the current status of the new organization of the Campus Life Council. These changes include the addition of the Off-Campus Commissioner and the Student Coordinator, to the Campus Life Council.

Judicial Coordinator Jim O’Hare will speak on the current status of the Judicial Council. Student Government Chairperson Mike Lincicome and chairperson of the Trustees of the Student Life Council.

In other business at last night’s meeting, the Board unanimously approved a food sales policy which had been previously presented by Roche. He explained that as it stands now, there is no set food sales policy. He noted that John Reid, director of Student Activities, is contemplating clarifying the policy in du Lac to allow the sale of food items only.

"A half food sales shall sell food items, non-alcoholic beverages, and no more than ten items from a predetermined list of no less than 25 items. This list shall be determined by a group consisting of four food sales managers to be elected by all of the food sales managers, and the Director of Student Activities. This group shall review the list at least twice a year and at other times during the year as the group’s discretion."

"I think the policy is as flexible as you can get taking into account both sides of the issue," Roche said.

Faculty, course changes accompany new semester

by Mark Roest
News Editor

Most students on campus will pick-up cards today for next semester, a semester characterized by a few faculty changes and an infusion of new courses, primarily in the College of Arts and Letters. While the department chairmen in the College of Business report that there will be no significant changes in the curriculum for the year, the other colleges—Arts and Letters, Science and Engineering—show numerous changes.

The Art, Economic and History departments each report one new course. "Art and Religion" which will be taught by Douglas Kinsey, will explore the relationship between man’s artistic endeavors and religious beliefs. The course is cross-listed with Theology 25.

In the department of Economic History, Professor C. Andrew Wege will introduce a course entitled "Corporate Power and Industrial Organization." The 400 level course will attempt to measure the impact of different corporate structures on the economy.

The History department will continue its mini-courses next semester, which department chairman Fr. Marvin O’Connell says have been "quite successful." The History department has added one new course—History 301—which will be taught by Frederick Pike and a team of eight professors. The course will be concerned with the domination of imperial powers over colonial peoples. The English Department also plans to continue their mini-courses next semester, which department chairman David Searles and the Director of Student Activities. This group shall review the list at least twice a year and at other times during the year as the group’s discretion.

"I think the policy is as flexible as you can get taking into account both sides of the issue," Roche said.

As Pearl river rises

Hundreds evacuate in flood

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — Hundreds of residents downstream of flooded Jackson fled their homes yesterday as the surging Pearl River defied forecasts and edged higher. In addition, thousands were evacuated as new flooding threatened.

And to the south, the Army Corps of Engineers said today it would open the Bonnet Carré Spillway, hoping to slow the rising Mississippi River before it strains the levees protecting New Orleans.

Officials here have estimated that more than 17,700 people already have been flooded out in the metropolitan area. Sandbag levees designed to stem the rising Pearl were holding.

Evacuations were underway in the downstream cities of Montgomery, Monticello and Columbus, where officials said as many as 2,000 persons might leave.

"We’re prepared for the worst in case it happens," said Monticello Mayor Tommy Jolly, "We’re moving people out of low areas now.

President Carter on Monday designated the state a disaster area, making thousands of flood victims eligible for federal assistance. In addition to flood losses, much of the state experienced extensive property and road damage because of torrential rains last week.

In Alabama, the number of people evacuated because of floods rose towards 3,000 yesterday while the number of people to be evacuated tonight.

I expect a lot of people to be evacuated tonight."

After one rescue boat spent an hour getting to a woman in a house near Selma, she asked: "Can I take my stereo and television?"

"No, m’am."

"Well, I’ll see you later,"

Tenure creates problems

by Rob Powers
Staff Reporter

Tenure has created a web of problems for American colleges, according to a recent Wall Street Journal article. "Tenure can lead to the retention of the least creative faculty members and to the exclusion of the most creative," an anthropologist commented.

At Notre Dame, 360 out of a faculty of 650 research and teaching fellows are tenured. According to Assistant Provost Sister John Miriam Jones, this ratio is in keeping with the recommendations of the American Association of University Presidents (AAUP) that tenure be limited to 50-65 percent of the faculty.

"This allows for a larger percentage of new talent," Jones said.

The article pointed to Muhlenberg College, a small liberal arts college in Pennsylvania, which has kept a moratorium on tenure spots since 1974 because 32 percent of the faculty was already tenured. The administration will continue the ban until 1982, when the tenure level is expected to decline to 66 percent.

Eighty temporary teachers, hired for a limited time and not on tenure track, account for only 10-15 percent of the faculty at Notre Dame. At Columbia University, temporary, non-tenure track teachers comprise the bulk of the faculty in the humanities. Only right tenure track jobs were offered there last year, as compared with 30 in 1968.

Jones pointed out that both the advantages and disadvantages of tenure are well known, although the duration of the issue could be a longer, if not complete, tenure by the 1982."

I'll see you later,"

(Continued on page 7)
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Whereabouts of Idi Amin remain a mystery in Uganda

Nairobi, Kenya (AP) — The whereabouts of ousted dictator Idi Amin remained a rumor-shrouded mystery yesterday, a week after the Ugandan capital of Kampala fell to Tanzaniaans and his exile enemies. While some reports placed Amin in Libya — apparently a safe haven since Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy has been a staunch ally — others said he was in his northwestern Uganda tribal homeland. Still others said the self-proclaimed “president for life and conqueror of the British Empire” had fled to a neighboring country.

Supreme Court will rule against media in pending case

WASHINGTON (AP) — A report that may represent a major breach in the secret deliberations of the Supreme Court says the justices have decided against the news media in a ruling that could alter the nation’s libel law. In nationally televised reports Monday night and yesterday morning, ABC News said the Supreme Court will rule that public figures suing for libel may ask what a journalist’s “state of mind” was while preparing the challenged news story. The report said Justice Byron White, writing for the court’s majority opinion, and that Justice William H. Rehnquist is joining White.

Alabama Supreme Court sets new execution date for Evans

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — The Alabama Supreme Court yesterday set a new execution date of August 27 for John Louis Evans III, the condemned killer who beat the electric chair by only six hours. But because of a new appeal filed on behalf of Evans, there appears little chance the execution will be carried out then.

Weather

Sunny and warmer today. Highs in the low to mid 60s. Increasing cloudiness and mild at night. Lows in the mid 40s. Warm tomorrow with a chance for showers and thunderstorms. "Highs" around 70.

Campus

12:15 pm — SEMINAR, “A microbiologist’s adventure in industry,” dr. robert erickson, miles lab, GALVIN AUD.
5:15 pm — LECTURE, allie mcclure rovin, congressional budget director, LAW SCHOOL LOUNGE.
3:30 pm — LECTURE, “overture in the minestrone comedy,” prof. thomas bergin, yale u., 715 MEM. LIH.
3:30 pm — SEMINAR, “recent radiation use in sport: methods developed by los alamos scientific laboratories,” warren miller, u. of california, 303 ENGR. BLDG.
4:30 pm — SEMINAR, “sensory motor functions of the basal ganglia,” dr. howard strathdeefer, texas tech., GALVIN AUD.
4:30 pm — LECTURE, “the methylxylene-singlet-triplet energy splitting,” prof. richard zace, 125 NIEUWLAEND.
5:15 pm — FASTER’S MASS, WALSH CHAPEL.
5:30 pm — LECTURE, “before you take the plunge in the job world,” mr. anders roy, south bend personnel dept., CARROLL HALL SMC.
6:30 pm — MEETING, sailing club, 204 O’SHAG.
7:00 pm — SLIDE PRESENTATION, “arte hispano-marron,” jose manuel garzon, STAPELTON LOUNGE S.
7:00 & 9 pm — FILM, “the absent-minded professor,” ENGR. AUD., free.
7:30 pm — JDE PRESENTATION, christina ramberg & philip hanna visiting chicago artists, 105 O’SHAG.
7:30 pm — AMERICAN SCENE CULTURAL SERIES, “sensation, racism & multicultural education: its implications for school & society,” lord barbee, CARROLL HALL SMC.

...(Continued from page 1)

only to American Studies majors.

The Department of Philosophy will add two courses next semester, one of which will be taught by a visiting professor from Oxford. Lillia Domingo, currently at Oxford, will teach "Philosophy of Art and Literature," a course that will explore the nature of aesthetic experience and the ontology of the art object. The department will also add "Informal Logic" to its scheduled course offerings.

The Theology Department has added four new courses which will be taught by visiting professors from all around the world. Niels Rasmussen, currently at the University of Aarhus in Denmark, will teach "The Theology of Eucharist." Phoebus Peli, now at the University of Beer-Sheva in Jerusalem, will lecture on the relationship between Jewish prayer and other prayer forms. Fr. Frank Podgorski, as president of a Seton Hall professor, will teach "Mysticism, East and West," and Sean Freyne, now at Loyola in New Orleans, will teach "The Early Christian World." Peli, a rabbi, has recently narrated a PBS program on Judaism called "The Long Search." A special interdisciplinary course listed under Theology for the first time this year will be offered again next semester.

"War, Law and Ethics" will feature four diverse viewpoints on these topics. John Yoder, a theologian; James Sterba, a philosopher; Basil O’Leary of the theology program and Lt. Col. Henry Gordon of the ROTC.

...(Continued on page 10)

SMC student to present piano recital

Maria Lisa Ceraso will present a student piano recital in the Little Theatre at Saint Mary’s this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Her program will include Sonatina in F Major, op. 10 no. 2 by Beethoven, Prelude Brouwer, Prelude Ongressional Online by Debussy, Improviso in Fa Major, op. 56 by Chopin and Four Piano Blows by Copland. Ms. Ceraso is a senior from Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Smaller in size than usual, the recital will be a testimonial to the school’s interest in music. In the past, the school has added four new courses in the music department, taught by a visiting professor.

The program will include "Music of America," "Music of Latin America," "Music of the White Man in Africa," and "Music of the Negro in America."

Maria Lisa Ceraso, a native of New Jersey, is a member of the music department.
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Engineers

Examine Our Career Opportunities Before Making That Decision!

There are openings in High Technology Research and Development for Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineers. Discuss your career interests with one of our engineers.

Call toll free weekdays 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
800-243-3343

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT GROUP

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Open Evenings Monday Thru Friday

CENTURY

formalwear

Formerly Gingiss

See us for the
Senior Formal

We will rent you
anything we carry
for $29.00 anything

287-5938

1622 Mishawaka Avenue
Across from John Adams High School
ND may offer new course in fall covering 19th century studies

By John McGrath
Senior Staff Reporter

Pending final approval on a $20,000 proposal, Notre Dame plans to offer a new course this fall designed to integrate a wide range of 19th century institutions and studies.

Edward Manier, associate professor of philosophy, and the man who devised the course, noted that the class will examine the role played by 19th century literature, politics, art, and science in transforming Enlightenment period ideals and science in transforming modernization.

"What we're trying to do is recreate a slice of the 19th century," Manier explained.

"The course will integrate the history of 19th century social thought, with an examination of Tocqueville and Marx, and 19th century scientific advancements, with a look at Darwin," Manier said.

Manier developed the outline for the new course, which will be known as "Evolutionary Images of Humanity," during the year he spent as a fellow at the National Humanities Institute at the University of Chicago in 1977. The theme of the three-year institute, which has run from 1976 through the present year, is "Technology and the Humanities," so it was only natural for Manier to construct a curriculum based on this theme.

The class, as envisioned now, will consist of two sections, one for freshmen, and the other for upperclassmen. Credit for the course will be granted on the 35 level of Philosophy, History, or English.

In addition to Manier, who will teach the course, there will be appearances by four guest professors from the College of Arts and Letters. John J. McDonald, associate professor of English, will discuss the influences made by Emerson, Greenough and Whiman on 19th century society, while Philip Gleason, professor of history, will examine migrations that took place during the time with a special emphasis on Tocqueville's Democracy in America.

William Solomon, associate professor of philosophy, will discuss 19th century ethics in his guest appearance, and Marjorie Kinsey, adjunct assistant professor of art, will examine the art, particularly the painting, of the period.

A large part of the cost of the institution of the new course is to be underwritten by a $20,000 grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. NEH will pay for faculty salaries as well as materials such as slides, films, and reserve books for the course under proposed grant.

"I'm pretty confident about the outcome," Manier noted.

Manier emphasized that he would like to see students from all four colleges take the course because of its integrated nature and its relevancy to our modern culture.

"The course will provide a background for an analysis of the problems we face in the 20th century about the impact of industrialization on our culture," Manier explained.

There will be two required texts for the course, both authored by Manier. The first is a compilation of selections from the authors to be examined during the course of the semester, and the second is Manier's recently published book, The Young Darwin and His Culture Circle.

Indiana State Police to charge three ND students with theft

By Michael Lewis
Executive News Editor

The Indiana State Police will file theft charges against three Notre Dame students who have been accused of stealing three highway barricades worth approximately $20,000.

The charges will be forwarded to the St. Joseph County prosecutor's office, where a decision will be made whether or not to file a warrant for the students' arrest.

Dean of Students James Roemer said he expects the case to proceed through regular legal channels.

"I think it will go through the court process," Roemer said. "My conversations with the State Police indicate that they have enough evidence to take it to court, although it's hard to say at this point what the prosecutor will decide."

Roemer also said he will not take any action in the case unless it is referred to him by the prosecutor's office. "I think the court process ought to be a sufficient deterrent," he explained.

The students allegedly picked up the barricades on the Indiana toll road near the South Bend exit toll booth. The state police noted the license number of the student's car, and traced it back to the campus.

They then called Notre Dame Security for a verification of the car's description. A joint effort of the state police and Security located the students on the campus.

Amphytrion needs ushers

Ushers and ticket takers are needed for the production "Amphytrion." Call Phil Johnson at 892-4415 or the Speech and Drama Office 4-4141 for more information.

The Notre Dame Student Players and Student Union Cultural Arts Commission proudly present DOUBLE EXPOSURE A Comedy by Jack Sharkey Thurs., Fri., April 19-20 8:00pm Mon - Tues., April 23-24 8:00pm La Fortune Basement (NAZZ) admission $1.00
River City Records
South Bend’s largest record and tape Selection!

$1.00 off coupon
$1.00 off any album or tape with this coupon. Limit one per person. Now through May 7. Not good on out-of-print or sale items. Coupon must be presented before purchase is rung into cash register.

- ND/SMC checks accepted for up to $5.00 over purchase amount
- 18,000 albums and tapes in stock!!!
- Couldn’t get what you wanted from the Student Union? We’ll cash your refunded checks!!!

River City Records
50970 U.S. 31 North—3 miles north of campus
Open 10-10, 7 days a week—277-6242

With variety show
Saint Mary’s kicks off An Tostal
by Pam Degnan

Saint Mary’s will kick off An Tostal with its “Evening for the Children,” a variety benefit show on Tuesday, April 24 at 8 p.m. in Angela Athletic Facility. Admission for students is $1 and $2.50 for the general public. All proceeds will be donated to the St. Jude Children’s Hospital.

The show, which is composed of talent from both campuses, will feature the final performance of the Toe-Tapping Trio and the jazz music of Debora Sedor and the Sedore-ettes.

Other events scheduled for the evening include an excerpt from A Sound of Music, a comedy play recently reviewed at the Indiana Playwright’s Fair. The benefit will also mark the on-stage debut of the Oursons, a comical-impromptu group.

Record Sales to distribute albums

Backorder albums will be distributed next week, according to SU Record sale coordinator Gary Hench. The delivery of the albums was delayed by the Transamer strike last week.

“Fathers and Sons” (whole-sale record company in Indianapolis) knew about the upcoming trucker’s strike and didn’t send the albums out,” Hench said. “As soon as the strike was over they sent them out.”

The albums will be distributed Monday through Friday from 8 to 4 p.m. at the Ticket Office. Refunds will be made at that time.

Defective albums may be returned for exchange from Wednesday through Thursday of next week at the Ticket Office from 12 to 4 p.m. There will be no refunds or exchanges on defective albums without the purchaser’s copy of the order form.

Further details will appear in the Observer.

Hench added that the delay did have one good consequence. Because of the delay we were able to fill a lot of backorders that we were not able to fill otherwise.

CSPA awards Observer ‘Medalist’ ranking

In a recent rating by Columbia Scholastic Press Association, The Observer received 928 points and obtained a “Medalist” ranking in the college/university division. The rating covered issues from Jan. through Dec. of 1978.

According to the Observer, the “Medalist” ranking is granted to publications from the First Place rankings. “This honor,” the Association’s highest ranking, is based on those intangible qualities which become evident to the judges which could be characterized as the “personality” of the entity.

There is no specific score attached to the “Medalist” ranking. It is given to no more than ten percent of entries obtaining between 850 and 1000 (the maximum) points.

Classification of the entry is determined by the method of production, the type of publication, and the type of enrollment of the institution. This allows the entry to be compared with those of a similar nature. Announcement of the standings were made at the annual convention of the C.S.P.A. held in mid-March in New York City.

The Observer received its highest ranking in the area of content/coverage. Of a possible 425 points, the Observer was awarded 219. In the area of writing/editing, 397 of 425 points were given. Design/display merited 272 points of a possible 300. An additional 60 points were given as a special credit. In three categories, The Observer editorial/opinion page received a perfect score.

Spring Clean-up Book Sale!!
All books originally marked down 1/2
(Wide variety of subjects)

HAMMES NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
The Observer

by Aileen Lavin
Staff Reporter

Ticket Manager Mike Busick and Business Manager of Athletics Joseph O'Brien spoke at the HPC meeting last night in Soren Hall regarding the sale and distribution of basketball tickets for next year.

Each year, there are 5,000 tickets allotted to the students with 4,600 of them going to upperclassmen and graduate students, 400 going to freshmen, and the other 200 going to Saint Mary’s. At this time the question at hand is whether to continue the summer issue or last year, or change the system to a spring or fall issue.

Previous to the 1978-79 season, the only time the 5000 tickets were all taken by students was during the 1973-74 season. Because of the problems resulting from the demand for tickets exceeding the number allotted, Busick is considering returning to the spring issue to facilitate dealing with these problems. "If we have to do that, then we will know how many tickets are available for freshmen," Busick said.

Busick assured the HPC that if a lottery for lower arena seats was necessary, the students would be informed of their seating status before they got to the ticket counter. He apologized for the inconveniences caused by not informing the students that they were not seated in the lower arena thick seat section.

The decision on ticket sales and distribution will be made within the next two days. "In light of what other schools do, we probably do a better job than anyone in the country in taking care of the students," Busick maintained.

Student Body President Bill Roche was at the meeting last night to get their endorsement for a proposal he was to bring before the Board of Commissioners. The proposal reads, "A Hall Food Sales shall sell food items, non-alcoholic beverages, and no more than twenty-five non-food items." The proposal also sets up a group consisting of four Food Sales managers and the Director of Student Activities to review this list at least twice a year.

Roche is trying to get this proposal adopted into the da Lai manual. The HPC voted unanimously to endorse the proposal.

Busick, O’Brien speak to HPC on ticket distribution

The Board of Commissioners approved 20 cabinet post members for student government proposed by Bill Roche and Bill Vita last night. Story page 7.

At Saint Mary’s

Election tickets to run-off

At Saint Mary’s

by Ellen Buddy
Saint’s Mary’s Editor

Elections for class and hall officers were held last Wednesday, prior to Easter break, at Saint Mary’s. "The turnout was excellent, especially since it was before break," according to Elections Commissioner, Mary Mullane. "The requests for absentee ballot were also high, showing great interest on the students’ part," Mullane said.

LeMans Hall officers for next year will be President, Jeanne Ament, and Vice-President Peggy Bluem.

Holy Cross Hall elections resulted in a run-off between two of the three original tickets. The tickets on the run-off are Estelle Geyer and Kim Kearny and the second ticket is Lynn Van Wassenhove and Sally Vita.

McCandless and Regina Halls did not hold elections because no tickets presented themselves for candidacy. According to Mullane, "there will be elections in these two halls within the next two weeks."

The Augusta Hall government is structured differently than the halls previously mentioned. Elections were held for four spots including Judicial Commissioner, Secretary, and Social Commissioner in addition to Hall President. There will be a run-off election between Julie Maroun and Sue Turcotte for president, Madie Fitzpatrick was elected judicial commissioner, Bernice Drossel will be Augusta’s secretary, and Tish Premazic will be social commissioner.

Openings on the tickets for class officers were for president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer. Next year’s Junior Class officers will be Susie Dekelkamp, Anne Callahan, Susan Mitchell and Patty Zidar. This ticket ran unopposed.

The elections for Senior and Sophomore class for next year both resulted in run-offs. The run-off in the Sophomore class will be between Leslie Griffith’s ticket and Eileen Murphy’s ticket. Elaine Belle’s ticket and Debbie Roberts’ ticket will be in the run-off for Senior class officers.

According to Mullane, both tickets in the run-off for Senior class officers requested an open forum to discuss campaign issues and platforms. The forum was held in the lobby of LeMans Hall last night. After a flip of the coin, Belle’s ticket decided to go second, so the forum was opened by the Roberts’ ticket.

Both tickets were allowed approximately 20 minutes to present their platforms, activities and goals for next year. The floor was then open for questions from the audience. Questions were concerned with subject matter from semi-formals to the Senior trip in Aspen. "It was the best forum I’ve ever seen," Mullane said, "the candidates presented themselves well."

All of the run-off elections will be held today in the lobby of LeMans between 8 and 5 p.m. and between 5 and 6 p.m. in the cafeteria on the LeMans side.

Tonight

Tune in to "AT THE TOP" with Saint’s Mary’s own Rachel Wells on 103.5 FM from 9:00 - 11:00

Featured artist The UNFORGETTABLE

Larry Norman

If you’re coming home to the New York area for the summer, you won’t be far from a Fordham Summer Session.

Fordham University maintains three campuses in the New York metropolitan area.

The Lincoln Center Campus is in the heart of Manhattan, one block west of the subways and buses at Columbus Circle.

The Rose Hill Campus is an 80-acre oasis of trees, grass and historic buildings in the north Bronx. It is two miles south of the Westchester border and has plenty of parking right on campus.

The Graduate Center in Tarrytown is located on the campus of Marymount College in Westchester county.

Available Courses

Our Summer Session Bulletin lists over 300 undergraduate and graduate courses as diverse as Economics, Organic Chemistry, Psychology of the Afro-American, Teaching Reading Through the Arts, Shakespeare, Intensive French for Graduate Students, and Statistics. If there’s a credit course you need, you’ll probably find it here.

Convenient Times and Dates

There are two summer sessions, one beginning in early June and the other in early July. Classes meet in the day, time or evening, and must be given three or four times a week for four weeks. Tuition is still $85 per undergraduate and $190 per graduate student.

Send Now for the Bulletin

We’d be glad to send you a copy of the Summer Session Bulletin. Use the coupon, fill in the coupon, and send it in to the Graduate Admissions Office, Fordham University, Keating Hall 107, Bronx, N.Y. 10458.

Yes, send me the Fordham Summer Session Bulletin.

Contact Address

Name

School/Year

Address

City

State

Summer Address at H.

Address

City

State

Summer Session

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Booby-trap bomb slaughters four policemen in Northern Ireland

BESSBROOK, Northern Ireland (AP) - A booby-trap bomb killed four policemen yesterday in the worst such incident in a decade of Northern Ireland's sectarian violence. Twelve other people were injured in the explosion, an apparent escalation of the Irish Republican Army's spring offensive against British rule.

The police were killed when a bomb blew up their Land-Rover as it passed a booby-trapped van parked on the road, police said. It was the highest police death in a single incident since Northern Ireland's troubles began in 1969.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the blast, but police said it had all the signs of an IRA ambush. Violence had eased off in 1978, but Guerrillas of the predominantly Roman Catholic organization launched a wave of small-scale last month to coincide with the British campaign leading up to May 3 national elections.

Mr. Givan said the explosion was caused by a land mine planted in a drainage culvert under the road. But a Royal Ulster Constabulary spokesman in Belfast said later that the bomb was hidden in a small van parked on the roadside near the culvert.

"As the police Land-Rover passed the van, it exploded and the Land-Rover was totally destroyed," the spokesman said.

A witness nearby, pub owner James Scott, told a reporter: "Not a bit of the vehicle was left intact. It completely disintegrated with the force of the blast."

Police said it appeared the device was detonated by remote control by a terrorist lying in wait in the surrounding countryside, a tactic used by the IRA in the past.

Among the injured were two women and 35, and their father, who was driving a car only a short distance in front of the police vehicle. They were admitted to Daisy Hill Hospital in Newry, suffering from facial cuts and shock, a hospital spokesman said.

Twelve policemen required hospital treatment, including four policemen who were in a second vehicle 200 yards behind the Land-Rover.

Twelve police officers were injured.

The Royal Ulster Constabulary, police force in the British province, has lost 121 officers since Catholic-Protestant sectarian strife erupted here in 1969. Police injuries total 3,500.

The ambush came less than 24 hours after IRA Provisional Guerrillas claimed responsibility for gunning down an off-duty prison officer at his sister's wedding in the border village of Clougher.

The IRA has declared a cease-fire, police and British soldiers prime targets in its campaign to force Britain out of Northern Ireland.

... Tenure

(Continued from page 1)

tenure system, saying, "Tenure allowsthe scholar to get into research and teaching and frees him from worrying about his job, but people sometimes get that fact and quit. If you discover you've made a mistake in hiring someone, you're stuck with him."

"Tenure was caused to be a safeguard against discrimination. The Federal legislation extending the retirement age to 70 will further aggravate the situation. "We will have to add five years to the life of every tenured position on the board in 1982," Jones said, "and this obviously limits the number of people you could put into them."

Jones said she does not believe the tenure system is discriminatory towards women or minorities. "It doesn't discriminate per se. Only in the last six to eight years have we concentrated on this endeavor. It will take a while to get up to the tenured level," she explained.

She added, however, "Tenure is not inherently discriminatory. That is possible at first when there are only men on the faculty. Jones also cautioned against hiring unqualified people simply to fill minority quotas, warning that to do so is "preamplifying them for failure."

An assistant professor in the College of Arts and Letters who preferred not to be named, was denied tenure this past year and complained of a "cloak of secrecy" around the tenure process.

According to the assistant professor, this secrecy is unique to Notre Dame. He said he was denied any explanation of the faculty's reluctance to expand into new areas of study.

He said that if he cannot find another tenure-track position at another university he will be forced to accept a one-year part-time position.

"There is a profound disrespect on the part of the administration for the faculty here," he added. "The faculty is never consulted. The faculty senate is a joke; they only have the power of agenda."

The article mentioned Hampshire College, a small liberal arts school in South Amherst, Mass., which now hires faculty members on a renewable contract basis without tenure.

Jones said that such a policy would be difficult to implement at a large university such as Notre Dame, but advocated a "long-term renewable contract" of five to eight years after which the teacher would be re-evaluated. "Ideally, it would be a good thing," she said.
Shelter for battered women
to celebrate first anniversary

by Jim McConnell

The St. Joseph County Y.M.C.A. Women’s Shelter will hold its dinner tonight at Century Center, celebrating the shelter’s first anniversary. The shelter, opened on April 3, 1978, serves to provide temporary housing, counseling and support for battered women and their children.

The shelter was begun after a study, conducted by the Women’s Action Committee on Task Force on Women in Crisis, indicated the need for such a facility, citing that in St. Joseph County alone, there are upwards of 250 women who are annually in need of services provided by the shelter.

Notre Dame Mardi Gras monies have provided partial funding for the shelter. The Mardi Gras Committee, first approached by the Women’s Shelter Advisory Committee in October of 1977, while the shelter was still in the planning stage, allocated $1300 toward its development in what John Red, Notre Dame’s director of Student Activities termed, “an act of good faith, with understanding that the money would be used to build the proposed project not become a revenue producer.”

The money enabled the committee to rent a three bedroom house in downtown South Bend. During the shelter’s first six months in operation, it served 84 women with 104 children. The average length of stay per family was 8 days. According to Theresa C. Tyler, the council’s funding chairperson, “In a very real sense the shelter would not be available in these families if not for the generosity of the Notre Dame students.”

In September of 1978 the committee reapedplied for subsidizing and was granted an additional $1500 to further work of the shelter.

Currently, the shelter is equipped to handle 12 to 25 women and their children at any given time. The maximum length of stay is generally two months, with exceptions made as need dictates.

All calls to the shelter go through the Y.W.C.A. hotline. At that time, callers are directed to a shelter volunteer, specially trained to deal with battered women, and answer their questions and counsel them concerning the advisability of relocating to the shelter.

---

**AN TOSTAL**

Any Off-Campus Student interested in being on a Trivia Bowl team for An Tostal should contact Shannon Neville at 288-1270 immediately.

Chazie Races! For registration see your An Tostal hall representative. Splash in the Saturday of An Tostal! For more information call 8794.

Serf Sale! volunteer to be a serf at the second annual An Tostal! Call Patty 234-1735, Mary 288-1270, Jay 8732, Chris 6645.

---

**Boarad of Commissioners approves cabinet posts**

by Kathleen Connolly Senior Copy Editor

Last night the Board of Commissioners approved nominees for twenty student government cabinet posts. The nominations were presented by Student Body President Bill Rocke and Student Body Vice President Bill Viza. The cabinet posts are divided into four basic areas of responsibility, each to be headed by an executive coordinator.

Seven cabinet members will work in the area of Social Affairs under the supervision of Executive Coordinator Joseph Marrero. Marrero, a junior from Fort Lauderdale, FL, and a former president of Panghoro Hall, will guide the activities of Peter Pagniotti in the area of Social Life; Don Cleary, assisted by Anne Huber in the area of Social Concerns; Roman Macia for Third World Concerns, and Darryl Williams for Intercultural Concerns.

Marrero will also coordinate the activities of Co-exchange Commissioner Mike Flynn, Co-education Commissioner Debbie Smith, and Freshman Orientation Director Chris McNulty.

Rick Goble, former Academic Co-operative commissioner, was appointed executive coordinator for campus affairs. Goble, a junior from Belle Ver, PA, will supervise Mike Shepardou, Housing Commissioner; Phil Johnson, Security Commissioner; Beth Jambroz, Academic Commissioner; and Special Projects Commissioners Sandi Brandt and Mike Rauenhorst.

Former Sophomore Class President from Birmingham, MI, Jim Veraldi, will be executive coordinator for several miscellaneous cabinet posts. Veraldi will be responsible for the supervision of Alumni Relations Director Maureen Murphy, C.C. and HPC liaison Frank Guiffoyle and Board of Communications Staff Director Tom Maurath.

The fourth executive coordinator is Paul Lusso from Westfield, NJ. He will be responsible for the Student Government publicity.

The ten cabinet staff members Keven Dewver and Tom Trozzolo and Research Staff member Mike Heilmann will work for Lewis and the other cabinet members.

---

**SU Movie Commission changes Disney Series**

The Student Union Movie Commission has announced time changes for the Disney Movie Series, to be held beginning tonight in the Engineering Auditorium.

*The Absent Minded Professor* will be shown tonight at 7 and 9 p.m. The *Scarecrow of Oz* will be shown tomorrow night at 7 and 9 p.m.

Times for *That Darn Cat* are 6 and 9 p.m. Friday.

---

**Floods**

(Continued from page 1)

she said.

The water at Demopolis, just below the confluence of the Warrior and Tombigbee rivers, was expected to crest at 74 feet today, 26 feet above flood stage, which would be the highest level on record. Demopolis Mayor Hugh Allen warned sightseers they would be arrested if they continued to get in the way of rescuers.

In Jacksonville, where flooding has reached rooftops in many northeast residential areas and has forced officials to close roads into the downtown section, the river stood at 43.5 feet at midday, more than 25 feet above flood stage. It had been predicted to crest yesterday at 43.1 feet.

"The river’s still coming up little by little but we’re hoping it’s about to crest," said Carroll Fulghum, a spokesman for the city of Jacksonville. "We don’t really know when it will stop, but the levees are still holding."
Despite guerrillas

Rhodesian voters flock to polls

SAUSBURY, Rhodesia (AP) - Undeterred by threats of guerrilla violence, blacks and whites turned out in large numbers yesterday to vote as equals on black majority rule. A hundred thousand soldiers guarded against sabotage attempts by black opposition guerrillas.

In latest reports on the first day, at least 568,182 people voted, said Eric Pope-Simmonds, registrar general. He said last night that the figure, covering only voting until 7 p.m., equaled 20 percent of the nation's electorate. The polls did not close until 7 p.m. (p.m. EST).

The size of the turnout surprised even optimistic election officers. "It's startling," said one white official.

The government hopes a large turnout will prompt political recognition of the breakaway British colony, which has been an international outcast since it unilaterally declared its independence in 1965. The government also hopes for an end to crippling economic sanctions brought by threats of guerrilla war.

The 12,000 black guerrillas of the Patriotic Front alliance of Zambia-based Joshua Nkomo and Mozambique-based Robert Mugabe have vowed to sabotage the elections, saying the new government would be a facade for continued white rule. In black areas of Salisbury, lines of voters snaked around buildings for more than half a mile in some cases. Many women were among the blacks, voting for the first time in Rhodesia's history.

In white suburbs, black servants voted with their white employers. One black man in white uniform and chef's hat told reporters: "I am going to vote with my boss because we all want peace for our people.

In some rural areas, guerrilla threats against black residents have been high, large turnouts were being reported. Even as blacks and whites voted to end 90 years of white minority rule, the bitter guerrilla war ground on.

If the military announced that 20 more people had died in the previous 24 hours. The six-year war has claimed nearly 16,000 lives.

The Patriotic Front spurred an offer of amnesty and participation in the election. Whites, who comprise just 4 percent of the population, were guaranteed 28 seats in the first 100-seat House of Assembly in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia, the new name the country will take when a black prime minister assumes office about a month from now.

The 28 white members were elected last week, with only whites voting. Both whites and blacks voted this week to choose the 72 black members.

Black leaders say privately they had to promise blacks strong representation in the new government, including control of the security forces and civil administration for five years, to retain black majority rule without forcing skilled whites to flee the country.

Muzorewa, the black leader favored to become the country's first black prime minister when election results are announced next week, predicted yesterday that international recognition would be inevitable once a popularly elected government was installed in power.

The United States and Britain have refused to send official election observers, but about 50 unofficial observers from a number of countries, including the United States and Britain are watching the elections.

Black American civil rights activist Bayard Rustin, in Bulaway as an unofficial observer, said he was "extremely favorably impressed" by the voting process.

In a move to prevent multiple voting, officials required that voters hands be dipped in an indelible liquid that glows under ultraviolet light machines at each polling place.

 Owners must claim bicycles

All bicycles stored at the Stadium over the winter must be claimed by this Friday. Bicycles may be claimed today, tomorrow, and Friday, April 20, 19, and 20, between 1-4 p.m. Owners must claim bicycles.
Speaking to 30 people

Tooty discusses pre-marital sex

by John Ferraro
Staff Reporter

"America is pretty thoroughly screwed up about sex," stated Fr. Bill Tooty, Director of Campus Ministry, at a Knights of Columbus meeting last night.

Tooty, speaking to a group of 10 on the subject of pre-marital sex, also stated that there is a significant problem at Notre Dame concerning sexual behavior.

"The students fail to see the most significant questions and issues about heterosexual relationships," said Tooty, "and part of it is not one of them."

Tooty emphasized that the basic issue in interpersonal relationships. He stressed the importance for students to engage in "numerous, prolonged, informal, and personal relationships with the opposite sex."

"The Notre Dame situation breeds confusion about what a man or a woman really is," remarked Tooty, "and you cannot be healthy unless you know what the other sex is." He went on to note that Notre Dame students desperately need basic sex education, Christian principles for sexual behavior, and the experience of numerous heterosexual relationships.

Tooty mentioned that the word 'intercourse' has taken on a different connotation today. Originally, the word meant 'conversation.' Tooty noted that the first problem in marriage splits is a "communication breakdown, not sexual difficulties."

"The challenge in heterosexual relationships," said Tooty, "is to have the verbal and the non-verbal communication be consistent." He stated that much of the body language in relationships does not reflect the actual status of the relationship.

Tooty mentioned that many gestures, such as the kiss, have been cheapened over time. "The kiss should say what is already true," he said. Tooty emphasized that "body language is not supposed to cause the relationship but express the relationship."

"The act of sex should express the communication of a relationship. According to him, the individual engaging in coitus should be saying to the other, "I am yours, I am bound to you, I will love you forever."

Tooty stressed the difference between the casual, anonymous sexual act and the pre-marital sex performed by an engaged couple. "The capacity of the one against the other is the difference between night and day," Tooty stated.

Responding to a question, Tooty again emphasized the importance of seeking interpersonal relationships. "We cannot possibly grow unless we take the risk and go outside of ourselves to other people," he said.

---

Reid encourages applications for football concession stands

by Laura Larimore
Senior Staff Reporter

Applications for football game concession stand operations for the nights of April, according to John Reid, director of Student Activities, are available at thetónor.

A lottery to determine individual game assignments will be held May 1. "With six home games and 12 stands per game, there will be a total of 72 assignments," Reid said.

The thirteenth stand is always awarded to the Knights of Columbus chapter, since they donate all proceeds to charity, Reid added.

Reid stated that virtually all groups that apply receive an assignment. Groups, such as classes and halls, receiving first choice.

Reid encouraged all undergraduate organizations to apply for 1979-80 to apply. Forms may be picked up in the Student Activities Office on the first floor of LaFortune.

The average stand makes between $300-$500 at a game, Reid concluded.

---

Oblgren to lecture on computers

Dr. Thomas H. Oblgren, professor of English at Purdue University, will discuss "Computer Cataloging and Indexing of Illuminated Manuscripts during a talk tomorrow at Notre Dame.

The talk is at 1 p.m. in room 242 of the Computing Center and Mathematics Building. The public is invited to attend.

Oblgren recently completed a survey of projects in this area and is chairman of a session on standards for cataloging in works set for Dartmouth College in August.

---

Tooty addressed a group of 10 last night at the K of C on the subject of pre-marital sex. (Photo by Cate Magennis)
Molarity

I STRONG ON CAPRICE ALL
EASTER... SO WHAT IF A LOT OF
PEOPLE SAWED... AND
THOSE WHO WANTED MOST
LIKELY JUST WENT HOME.

IT'S NOT LIKE BRIAN WANTS
EVERYONE TO GO TO FLORIDA
AND I DON'T WANT EVEN
FEEL LEFT OUT JUST
BECAUSE I WENT TO
MISSISSIPPI CIZE.

HELLO... I'VE RETURNED
TRINIDAD AND
THAT WE'RE SO
LOVELY THIS TIME OF
YEAR.

OH... I WILL.

DIAMOND 9

BY MICHAEL MOLINELLI

Doonesbury

LOOK, DAVE... I CAN UNDERSTAND
YOUR DISAPPROVAL WITH CARROLL.
BDOURS TO THE
.Job!

YOU SEE, ROB, OUR PROBLEMS
IN THIS COUNTRY HAVE BECOME
SO SERIOUS THAT THE ONLY
PRACTICAL WAY TO ADDRESS THEM
IS ON A SYMBOLIC LEVEL.

BROWN UNDERSTANDS THIS A LOT
BETTER THAN I DO. I'M PROBABLY
BEING BLUNT HERE. I MEAN,
MAYBE IT'S JUST THE DRIPPLE BUT
ROBERT RICH, THE MAN WHO'S
TRYING TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEMS

RES, ARE YOU NOTICING THE
CHANGE? I FEEL LIKE I KNOW NOBODY
ANymore!

BY GARY TRUDEAU

Rivlin to speak on budget

Alice Mitchell Rivlin, director
of the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) in Washington,
will discuss functions of her
office during a talk at 3:15 p.m.
today in the Law School
Lounge. The talk is sponsored
by the Thomas J. and Alberta
White Center for Law, Gov-
ernment and Human Rights.

The budget office was cre-
ated in 1974 to provide informa-
tion to Congress on national
outlays and the effectiveness
and efficiency of government
programs. Director since its
organization, Ms. Rivlin is a
graduate of Bryn Mawr and
received her doctorate in eco-
nomics at Radcliffe.

She served as assistant sec-
retary of Health, Education,
and Welfare under Lyndon
Johnson and has been associ-
ated with the Brookings Insti-
tute in Washington, D.C.
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PHILADELPHIA - Bake McBride scored from home runs and Garry Maddox added a grand slam to drive in a total of nine runs and power the Phila-

delphia Phillies to a 13-2 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates Tuesday night.

Mike Schmidt added a solo homer during the 17-hit Phila-
delphia barrage, which includ-
ed the final three runs in the first three innings.

White Sox 1, Toronto 0

CHICAGO - Toronto Blue Jays manager Alan Barros and Mike Proh com-
bined on a one-hitter as the Chicago White Sox defeated the Blue Jays 6-1 Monday.

Mike Flanagan, 1-2, the Balti-
more rookie, surrendered a run in the fourth inning when Blue Jays (2 over)
ning up just three hits and retired 14 batters in a row before John Mayberry led off the seventh with a double.

Cubs 15, Pirates 4

The Pirates, however, finished the season with a sweep, 6-5, today.

Drew that scorekeepers are badly needed if every game is to be scored properly.

The Observer - Sports

The warm weather brings out the athlete in everyone, and the frisbee freaks. [Photo by Cate Magenns]

... Bookstore

[Continued from page 12]

players from the participating in the tournament.

The fact that the students came out is proof that Book-

store is really a campus tradition," Lutz said.

The qualifying rounds will continue today with games scheduled from 4 to 8:30 p.m. at Bookstore, Lyons and Stephens courts.

The first round games will finish until Saturday, when a full slate of competition is scheduled.

... Track

As expected, John Fulcher was the best of the.

The quality of the meet. "With

he help of the assistant who

gave our Easter vacation, and the help of the others in the community, according to international offi-

cials, was considered a top-

class, unequalled event," stated

tournament director Michael

(Continued from page 12)

... Italian

newspaper does not assume responsi-

bility for the quality of the meet. "With

the help of the assistant who

gave our Easter vacation, and the help of the others in the community, according to international offi-

cials, was considered a top-
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tournament director Michael

Pittsburgh Pirates Tuesday night.

the Pirates completed the double.

Mike Schmidt added a solo homer during the 17-hit Phila-
delphia barrage, which includ-
ed the final three runs in the first three innings.

White Sox 1, Toronto 0

CHICAGO - Toronto Blue Jays manager Alan Barros and Mike Proh com-
bined on a one-hitter as the Chicago White Sox defeated the Blue Jays 6-1 Monday.

Mike Flanagan, 1-2, the Balti-
more rookie, surrendered a run in the fourth inning when Blue Jays (2 over)
ning up just three hits and retired 14 batters in a row before John Mayberry led off the seventh with a double.

Cubs 15, Pirates 4

The Pirates, however, finished the season with a sweep, 6-5, today.

Drew that scorekeepers are badly needed if every game is to be scored properly.
The Irish proved no match for the Illinois Quadrangular. Notre Dame's Easter vacation ended with ten game pro-set victories before falling to Indiana 6-3. The win extended its winning streak.

Second seeded Carlson Harris was nursing a sore right elbow when he took on Indiana's Jeff True, a native of the region. The healthier True quickly disposed of Harris, 6-1, 6-2. The other singles matches, however, were much closer.

In the number-one singles, Indiana's Randy Drudy needed three sets to put away Mark Hoyer, 2-6, 6-4, 6-1. Third seed Herb Hopwood nearly sent his match with Houser Mike Dickson into a third set, but he too came up a loser, 6-2, 5-7.

The two victories in singles for Notre Dame came in what proved to be the closest matches of the afternoon. Freshmen Tom Hartzell and Tom Robison both needed tiebreakers to win their respective matches. Number five Harrell defeated Tom Lockhard, 6-3, 7-6, while number six Robison, favoring a wrist injury incurred against Bowling Green, downed Mark Belth, 6-2, 7-6.

These two freshmen have been the hottest men on the team of late. Hartzell winning eight of his last nine matches, and Robison taking his last nine in a row.

Entering the doubles competition, the Irish trailed, 4-2 and needed to sweep the three matches to win. But it was not to be for the tired team as the team of senior captains Mark True and Dickinson, 4-6, 6-1, 7-5.

"They were just plain tired," explained coach Tom Fallon. "The team had a really rough weekend of travel and travel playing. I think they just needed a few days rest before playing Indiana.

The players hope to get that much-needed rest before the trip to Chicago against DePaul. The road schedule catch up and after that, however, Sunday team will be in Terre Haute to take on the powerful Indiana State Sycamores, who have already beaten Indiana twice.

This weekend, the team will stop in Lafayette to do battle with the Boilermakers of Purdue on Monday.

ND tennis team's 8-game win streak snapped by Michael Orman

Sports
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Minus varsity b-ball players

Bookstore competition begins

Frank LaGrotta

Sports Writer

Spring, in all its splendor, has returned to Notre Dame. Officially, that is.

Sure, last month's sunshine and robin's return served as good indicators that better days are on the way. But the team down jackets and waterproofed boots were brought out when the real signs of old man winter's demise appeared.

Booster Basketball.

Well, there was plenty of that. The teams filled with robins, of course, on campuses yesterday as the Ironmen returned to the concrete hardcourts to vie for this year's Booksore crown. Tournament commissioner Leo, Latz, was extremely pleased with the events of opening day.

"It was a very smooth start, considering the difficulties we had notifying yesterday's participants," Last commented. He added that the confusion was caused by the Easter holiday and that the students were not on campus.

In one of the afternoon's most thrilling matches, Bob Gacy and the Boys Down Under eked out a 22-20 overtime win over the Ragamuffins.还是很了-6, Gacy out-paced the winners with 11 points while teammate John Brooks chipped in 11. Bill Siewe dropped 11 for the losing team.

Hal Reilly led Gramps and the Burners to a 21-18 win over John Researchers as he made good on 11 of 27 shots. The Burners relied on the hot hand of Mark Thuney (six points) for the scoring touch.

You Guys Didn't Show Up defeated Pote 21-15 as Nick Yeh and Cary Bailey combined with 12 points for the winners. John Keiser was the Pote's leading score with five points.

Ken Valdesierra took a step toward this year's Hoosier Award, putting on a 9-0-35 shooting exhibition that sparked Vegetable Produces to a 21-17 win over Joe's Franksters. Mark Ruberman hit seven of 14 shots and pulled down seven rebounds for Joe's boys.

In another action, Hugh Quinn's 11 for 21 performance led the team to a 3-2 win over Rolling Heads while John Daley scored 13 points and pulled down 11 caroms in a 15-10 Chico Escariza and D.D.S. win over IBWFM. In the afternoon's only forfeit, Two Sticks and Three Pads didn't show up.

Scoreboard staff were very encouraged by the enthusiasm displayed by the student body despite a recent NCAA ruling that prohibits varsity basketball.

The Notre Dame football team continued spring practice yesterday after a short Easter break. (Photo by Carl Magness)

ND tennis team's 8-game win streak snapped by Michael Orman

Sports Writer

When you're hot, you're hot, and when you're not, you're not.

This weekend, the Irish tennis team tasted both extremes as it extended its winning streak to eight consecutive victories before falling to the Indiana Hoosiers, 6-3. The loss ended the Notre Dame season at 12-7 on the year.

The netters started the Easter vacation off in grand fashion, whitewashing host Valparaiso, 9-0. The outclassed Crusaders were no match for the Irish netmen. Because of limited time, and court facilities, the teams played two game-pro-set matches, rather than the standard best-of-three set games.

The team piled back into the van for another road trip. The next stop for the Irish was DeKalb, Ill., where they rolled over three opponents in two days to sweep the Northern Illinois Quadrangular. Notre Dame defeated Winona St. Ambrose (8-1), Bowling Green (6-3), and finally, host Northern Illinois (5-4) to post its eighth straight victory.

After a day-long layover in South Bend, the netters took the road once again for Monday afternoon meeting with Indiana in Bloomington. The injury ridden and banged Irish proved no match for the powerhouse Hoosiers.

Indiana 6, Irish 3

Singles

No. 1-Randy Drudy (IU) def. Mark Hoyer, 6-1, 6-7, 6-3
No. 2-Jeff True (IU) def. Carlson Harris 6-2, 6-1
No. 3-Asher Cowan (IU) def. Herb Hopwood, 6-2, 7-5
No. 4-Tom Regner (IU) def. Mark True, 6-0, 6-4
No. 5-Tom Hartzell (ND) def. Tom Lockhard, 6-2, 6-4
No. 6-Tom Robison (ND) def. Mark Belth, 6-2, 6-0

Total score: Notre Dame 3; Indiana 6

The ITALIAN DELAELATION CAPTAIN, JERRY BORELLA, WINS THE FIELO MEDAL OF THE ITALIAN DELAGATION.; WITH 12 POINTS FOR THE WINNER.